
Supplementary Figure Legends 

 

Supplementary Table 1.  Patient demographic and pathologic variables in blood 

monocyte analysis. Table compares demographic and pathologic data of patients in low (< 6% 

of leukocytes, > 1 SD below mean), mid (≥ 6 to < 11% of leukocytes, within 1 SD of mean), and 

high (≥ 11% of blood leukocytes, > 1 SD above mean) peripheral blood monocyte groups. Note: 

all resection margins were R0 (negative) or R1 (microscopically positive), and there were no R2 

(macroscopically positive) margins. P values are by χ2 tests. 

 

Supplementary Figure S1. Monocytes are increased in the peripheral blood of pancreatic 

cancer patients. Peripheral blood and bone marrow mononuclear were isolated from the blood 

of PC patients (n=21) and healthy controls (n=11) prior to treatment and subjected to flow 

cytometry. A, graph compares the prevalence of blood monocytes (CD11b+/CD115+/HLA-DR+) 

in PC patients and controls. B, Graph compares the prevalence of RM in the blood of PC 

patients and controls. C, graph depicts percent of blood monocytes (CD11b+/CD115+/HLA-DR+) 

which are IM in PC patients and controls. D, Graphs compare the ratio of IM prevalence in the 

blood:bone marrow of PC patients and controls as well as overall survival of PC patients with 

blood:bone marrow IM ratios < 1.5 and ≥ 1.5. All graphs depict means ± SEM. p values are by 

Mann-Whitney test. 

 

Supplementary Figure S2. Human pancreatic cancers upregulate CCL2 expression, and 

are  infiltrated by  abundant myeloid cells. A, human oncomine database for CCL2 gene 

expression in pancreatic cancer specimens compared to normal pancreas. Graph shows means 

± SEM, and dots represent range. p value is by Mann-Whitney test. B, representative 

immunohistochemical staining (10x) for CCL2 (brown) in human PC compared to normal 

pancreas. Arrows indicate benign (red) and malignant (black) ducts.  C, representative flow 



cytometry image of CD45+ cells from human PC tumor demostrating gating strategies used to 

define monocytes/macrophages (CD11b+/CD115+/HLA-DR+), granulocytes/G-MDSC 

(CD11b+/CD33+/CD15+), and T cells (CD11b-/CD3+/CD4+ or CD8+). Gates guided by isotype 

controls. D, representative flow cytometry images of PBMC from a PC patient confirming the 

purity of cells pre and post-CD14 immunomagnetic bead sorting. Beads selected cells which 

were >90% IM, and removed >90% of IM from the PBMCs of PC patients. These cells were 

used for the T cell suppression assays described in Figures 3 g&h. 

 

Supplementary Figure S3. CCL2 expression in increased in murine pancreatic cancer. 

Wild type (WT) mice were injected orthotopically in the tail of the pancreas with KCKO or 

matrigel (Control).  After 28 days, mice were sacrificed and qRT-PCR was performed on their 

pancreas for CCL2 expression. A, bar graph compares CCL2 gene expression in murine PC to 

control pancreas. n=6 mice per group. Graph shows means ± SEM and p value is by Mann-

Whitney test. Representative flow cytometry images demonstrate changes in IM prevalence in 

the blood (B) and bone marrow (C) of control, WT tumor bearing, and CCR2-/- tumor-bearing 

mice. Gates guided by isotype controls. 

 

Supplementary Figure S4. CCR2i alters the immune infiltrate in murine PC. A, 

representative flow cytometry images of CD45+ cells from the tumors of mice treated with 

vehicle, CCR2i, gemcitabine (GEM), and CCR2i+GEM 28 days post-implantation.  Graphs 

compare CCL2 (B) and M-CSF (C) expression by vehicle and CCR2i-treated murine PC tumors.  

Bar graphs depict means ± SEM and p value is by Mann-Whitney test. n=6 mice per group. 

 

Supplementary Figure S5. Inflammatory monocytes persist in the blood of PC patients 

undergoing chemotherapy. PBMCs were obtained from PC patients roughly 2 weeks following 

neoadjuvant chemotherapy (gemcitabine-based regimens n=4; 5-Fluorouracil-based regimens 



n=3) and compared PC patients prior to chemotherapy (n=21). We found no statistically 

significant difference in the prevalence of monocytes between the two groups (p=0.6 by Mann 

Whitney).Graph shows means ± SEM and p value is by Mann-Whitney test.  

 

Supplementary Figure S6. Monocytes and macrophages are increased in the 

premetastatic livers of tumor bearing mice. Mice were injected orthotopically with KCKO and 

sacrificed after 9 days. Immunofluorescence staining was performed for F4/80 with a nuclear 

counterstain, and cells per high powered field were quantified. A, representative 

immunofluorescence images (40x) of livers 9 days post-injection from control (matrigel only, 

MG) mice, vehicle-treated tumor bearing mice, and CCR2i-treated tumor bearing mice for F4/80 

(green) expression with a nuclear (Topro) stain (blue). B, graph depicts the number of F4/80+ 

cells per high powered field (40x) by immunofluorescence imaging. Graph shows means ± SEM 

and horizontal bars denote p<0.05 by Mann-Whitney test. 

 
 


